EXCLUSIVE PARTNER OF THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

Let's get back to work safely
COVID-19 Home Testing Solution for Hospitality

A comprehensive solution that integrates at-home sample collection, lab testing, result delivery, and patient support.

Why Choose LetsGetChecked

- The only FDA Authorized solution that owns all aspects of the testing process.
- Gentle & non-invasive lower nasal swab sample.
- Gold-standard RT-PCR lab testing in our certified labs.
- Online results within 24-48 hours after reaching the lab.
- Symptom-tracker functionality.
- Patient support from our team of medical experts.
- Real-time tracking of tests.
- Delivery of test shipments within 24 hours.
- Laboratory capacity of over 500,000 PCR tests per week.

Exclusive negotiated price for hospitality organizations/employers with promo code “HOSPITALITY20”: $107 per test - includes expedited shipping.